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BASIC is a Technology Driven HR Compliance Company
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Administration Offices



3HR Solutions should be simple. Keep it BASIC.

Technology Driven HR 
Solutions to Take Your 
Company Further 
Suite of HR Benefits, Payroll and Leave 
Management, and Compliance solutions 
offered individually or bundled. 
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Presenter
Alejandro Pérez Partner
Partner

Alejandro assists employers facing a variety of 
employment disputes, including employment 
discrimination, sexual harassment, wrongful 
termination, workplace torts, trade secret/anti-
piracy, non-compete agreements and unfair 
competition litigation and arbitration. Alejandro’s 
clients value his proactive and practical approach 
to identifying preemptive HR strategies that 
increase employee job satisfaction, minimize risk, 
and reduce overall litigation costs.
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Completing the I-9

• The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) requires all US 
employers to complete the Form I-9 for each new employee hired after 
November 6, 1986.

• Employers are subject to the same laws regardless of which state they 
operate in and whether they are using paper or electronic I-9 forms. For 
more information about electronic I-9s. 

• Employers are subject to the same laws regardless of which state they 
operate in and whether they are using paper or electronic I-9 forms. For 
more information about electronic I-9s. 
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• Employees must complete section 
one on the first day of work. 

• Employees should provide: 
• His or her full legal name; 
• Address, email and telephone number; 
• Date of birth; 
• Indicate immigration status (and other 

relevant information; 
• Social security number.  

Completing Section One
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Completing Section Two
• Section Two is the employer’s responsibility. 
• Section Two must be completed by the third day 

of employment unless employment is for three 
days or less. 

• Employers duties: 
• Review original documents evidencing 

identity and employment authorization; and 
• Complete and sign Section 2.

• Section Two is the employer’s responsibility. 
• Section Two must be completed by the third day 

of employment. 
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Completing Section Two: 
To Photocopy or Not to Photocopy?
• Employers may choose to photocopy employee-presented 

documents so long as it’s done pursuant to a uniform policy. 

• Employers MUST retain copies of the following: 
• U.S. Passports;
• U.S. Passport card; 
• Green Card 
• Employment Authorization Documents
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Properly Reviewing Documents

• Review the documents to ensure they are valid and not fraudulent; 
• Ensure the documents relate to the person offering them by comparing the name 

and any photograph to the employee;
• Accept any documents that the employee presents that satisfy the Form I-9 list of 

acceptable documents. 
NOTE: An employer is forbidden from requiring or requesting specific documents. 
• As a best practice, if the employee presents too many documents, the employer 

should give the employee a copy of the Form I-9 list of acceptable documents 
(listed on the Form I-9 in Lists A, B, and C) and ask the employee to pick the 
documents to be used for the Form I-9.
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Properly Completing Section Two

• Employers must: 
• Include any document title, the document issuing authority, identification 

number, and expiration date of required list A, list B, or list C documents; and
• Sign and date section two 

• Employers should:
• Include the employer's name and address and the representative's title;
• Not use a post office box for their address;
• Enter the employee's date of hire where indicated; and
• Have a system to track employee documents with limited duration 

employment authorization
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Storing and Maintaining I-9 Forms

• Employers must retain I-9 forms (and any photocopies of presented 
documents) for each employee hired after November 6, 1986.

• Employers should store I-9 forms and any photocopies of presented 
documents separately from employee personnel files.

• Employers should retain I-9 forms and any photocopies in an 
organized manner that allows employers to easily access, sort, and 
present them to US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
within 72 hours if they are requested. 
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Storing and Maintaining I-9 Forms
continued
Former Employees: If an employee's employment ends, the employer 
must retain the Form I-9 (and document photocopies) for the longer of:

• Three years from the employee's hire; or
• One year from the employee's termination.

• Calculating retention periods
• Calculate the form I-9 document destruction date when employees terminate 

employment; and
• Periodically review their I-9 forms to ensure they destroy any documents that 

can be eliminated. 
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Unlawful Discrimination

• Employers must not discriminate against an employee in the form I-9 completion 
process. An employer improperly discriminates by: 

• Improperly making hiring decisions based on national origin, if the employer has between 
four and 14 employees (instead of IRCA, employers with 15 or more employees are 
covered by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII) regarding national origin 
discrimination (for more information on national origin discrimination under title VII check 
out: https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/nationalorigin.cfm )

• Improperly making hiring decisions based on citizenship; or
• Requiring new employees to present specific or additional documents of identity or 

employment eligibility.

• Employers must not retaliate against an employee based on the employee's 
complaint or participation in a complaint regarding IRCA discrimination.

https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/nationalorigin.cfm
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Potential liability
• IRCA's employment eligibility verification requirements are enforced by 

the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) Bureau of Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement (ICE), through both civil and criminal audits 
and investigations. Employers may be subject to significant public censure, 
criminal charges, and civil penalties for IRCA violations.

• Possible IRCA violations include:
 Knowingly hiring or continuing to employ an individual who is 

unauthorized to work in the US. 
 Requiring employee payment of an indemnity bond.
 Paperwork violations, including errors in completing the Form I-9.
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Knowing Violations: Hiring Unauthorized 
Workers

• Knowingly hiring or continuing to employ unauthorized workers. 
Knowing violations occur when employers employ individuals 
that they know or should know are unauthorized to work.

• Correctable?
• Yes, if the employer is willing to redress wrongs it knowingly committed.

• Employer should make corrections immediately, such as 
eliminating future knowing acts and addressing all prior missing 
or erroneous Forms I-9.
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Hiring of Unauthorized Workers: 
Penalties
Cease and desist order.

For violations that occurred on or before November 2, 2015, fine of:

• $375 to $3,200 for each unauthorized worker, for a first offense;

• $3,200 to $6,500 for each unauthorized worker, for a second offense; and

• $4,300 to $16,000 for each unauthorized worker, for a third and any subsequent offenses.

For violations that occurred after November 2, 2015, with penalties assessed on or after January 27, 2017 
(or between August 1, 2016 and January 27, 2017), fines of:

• $548 to $4,384 ($539 to $4,313) for each unauthorized worker, for a first offense;

• $4,384 to $10,957 ($4,313 to $10,781) for each unauthorized worker, for a second offense; and

• $6,575 to $21,916 ($6,469 to $21,563) for each unauthorized worker, for a third and any subsequent 
offenses.
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Hiring Unauthorized Workers (pattern or 
practice)
• Engaging in a pattern or practice of violating INA § 274A(a)(1)(A) and 

(a)(2) (8 U.S.C. § 1324a(a)(1)(A) and (a)(2)) (INA § 274A(f) (8 U.S.C. §
1324a(f))). Employers that employ unauthorized workers regularly and 
intentionally are engaging in a pattern or practice of violating IRCA.

• Correctable?
• Yes, if the employer is willing to redress wrongs it knowingly committed.

• Employer should make corrections immediately, such as eliminating future 
knowing acts and addressing all prior missing or erroneous Forms I-9.

• An employer knowingly engaging in a pattern or practice of IRCA violations 
may be unlikely to correct that behavior.
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Paperwork Violations

• Paperwork violations occur when employers fail to properly complete the Form I-
9 process required by IRCA (INA § 274A(b). 

• Errors on the Form I-9 may be correctable during an employer's self-audit of its 
Forms I-9. 

• If errors are identified during an ICE audit, the employer's ability to correct the 
errors and reduce the penalty assessed against the employer depends on 
whether the failure is a substantive or technical violation. 

• Employers performing their IRCA employment verification obligations in good 
faith are given ten business days from ICE's notice of technical or procedural 
failures to correct technical violations. After ten days, uncorrected technical 
violations are considered substantive violations, subject to civil penalties.
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Paperwork Violations continued

• Errors made on the Form I-9 Section 1 must be corrected by the 
employee, and those made in Sections 2 or 3 must be corrected 
by the employer. Whether done during a self-audit or after ICE 
notification, errors should be corrected by:

• Drawing a line through any incorrect information (but not obliterating 
the incorrect information).

• Inserting the correct information.
• Initialing and dating the change.
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Paperwork violations continued
Section One: 
• Employee omits her complete printed name. (Substantive)

• Employee does not provide her maiden name, address or birthdate. (Technical)

• If the employee indicates she is an LPR, failing to include her A number (permanent USCIS file number). (Only required 
if employer is enrolled in e-verify)

• If the employee indicates she is an alien authorized to work, failing to include her A number or admission number. 
(Substantive)

• Employee fails to sign Section 1. (Technical)

• Employee dates Section 1 after her first date. (Technical)

• Translator fails to provide her required information. (Technical)

• Employer pre-populates Section 1 for employee. (Unknown)
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Indemnity Bonds

• Employers cannot require an employee to pay an indemnity 
bond. 

• Penalties: 
• An administrative order requiring return of the any indemnity bond.
• For violations that occurred on or before November 2, 2015, a fine of 

$1,100 for each violation. For violations that occurred after November 
2, 2015, with a penalty assessed on or after January 27, 2017 (or 
between August 1, 2016 and January 27, 2017), a fine of $2,191 
($2,156) for each violation.
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DHS Audit Power

• On February 20, 2017, DHS issues a memo implementing EO 13768. The 
memo outlines internal DHS guidance, and broadly expands the agency's 
enforcement efforts, including apprehending, detaining, and removing 
foreign nationals who are present in the US without authorization.

• January 2018: ICE announced a revised worksite enforcement strategy 
targeting employment law violators. 

• Since 2018, ICE has greatly increased its worksite enforcement activities 
and employers should be prepared to respond to a Notice of Inspection. 
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Tools Utilized by ICE

• Audits

• Administrative arrests of unauthorized workers who are then 
asked to testify against the employer

• Reviewing no-match records 

• Reviewing e-verify records of participating employers 
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ICE’s Investigative Techniques

• Criminal search and arrest warrants

• Informants

• Consensual monitoring

• Undercover operations

• Surveillance
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The audit

• Notice of Inspection 

• Possible issuance of a warrant or subpoena to compel 
production of documents or testimony. 

• Usually requests Form I-9s but may also request: 
• Copies of documents presented in the I-9 process; 
• Payroll records; 
• Business documents, such as articles of incorporation or licenses; 
• Tax statements
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Responding to an I-9 Audit

• Agencies seeking to inspect Form I-9s MUST provide advance 
notice of at least 3 days. 

• Employers should promptly inform ICE if the Forms I-9 are kept 
in a different location. 
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Scope of Investigation

• ICE may review all Forms I-9 or a sampling of forms. 

• What they’re looking for: 
• Whether a form exists for each person hired after Nov. 6, 1986;
• Timely completion; 
• Proper completion; 
• Authenticity;
• E-verification participation (if applicable); 
• SSN no-match procedures.
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Disposition

• Notice of Inspection Letter (compliance letter)

• Notice of Suspect Documents

• Notice of Discrepancies

• Notice of Technical or Procedural Failures

• Warning Notice

• Notice of Intent to Fine
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Notice of Suspect Documents

• Although ICE does not tell the employer what action to take 
regarding its findings, ICE may issue a Notice of Suspect 
Documents to:

• Warn the employer that it has determined that employees named in the 
notice are unauthorized to work.

• Instruct the employer that it may present additional documents if it 
believes the determination is wrong.

• Describe possible civil and criminal penalties for continuing to employ a 
worker known to be unauthorized.
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Notice of Discrepancies 

• A Notice of Discrepancy advises the employer that ICE was 
unable to determine the employment eligibility of the employees 
named in the notice.

• Employers are instructed to give each employee named in the 
notice a copy of the notice and an opportunity to present ICE 
with additional evidence of work authorization.
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Notice of Technical Failures 

• A Notice of Technical or Procedural Failures advises the employer 
that ICE found technical violations of the Form I-9 paperwork, and 
gives the employer ten days to correct them. Examples of technical 
violations include minor data omissions such as:

• The employee's date of birth.
• The employee's maiden name.
• The employee's date of rehire.

• After ten days, uncorrected technical violations are considered 
substantive violations, subject to civil monetary fines. 
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Warning Notice 

• A Warning Notice is discretionary and may be issued if 
substantive violations are identified, but ICE:

• Determines the violations do not warrant assessment of a civil 
monetary fine.

• Expects the employer's future compliance with IRCA.
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Notice of Intent to Fine 

• A Notice of Intent to Fine (NIF) identifies violations found by ICE and 
the civil monetary penalties assessed for:

• Substantive violations.
• Uncorrected technical violations.
• Violations of the prohibition that employers knowingly hire or continue to 

employ unauthorized workers.

• IRCA authorizes criminal penalties for violators that engage in a 
pattern or practice of knowingly hiring or continuing to employ 
unauthorized workers
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Notice of Fine Responses 

• Comply;

• Seek settlement; 

• Request a hearing; 

• Do nothing. 
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Best Practices

• Train employees working with Form I-9; 

• Detail Form I-9 process

• Detail E-Verify “No Match” process

• Self-Audits

• Comply with audits

• Get help if needed
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COVID-19 and I-9 Guidelines
• The Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) has announced temporary flexibility related to Form I-9 requirements.

• Employers with employees taking physical proximity precautions due to COVID-19 will not be required to review the 
employee’s identity and employment authorization documents in the employee’s presence until normal operations 
resume. Employers, however, are required to inspect Section 2 documents remotely and obtain, inspect and retain 
copies of the documents within three business days.

• Employers who wish to utilize themselves of this new option must prepare written documentation of their remote 
onboarding and telework policy for each employee.

• Once normal operations resume, all employees onboarded using remote verification must report to their employer 
within three business days for an in-person verification and present their employment eligibility documentation. Once 
the physical inspection takes place, employers should enter “COVID-19” as the reason for the physical inspection delay 
in Section 2’s “Additional Information” field.
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COVID-19 and I-9 Guidelines, continued
• Employers with employees still physically present at a work location may not avail 

themselves of this provision. There are no exceptions currently available for such 
employers.

• Employers not eligible for the exception, however, may have some options available to 
them. Recent updates to FormI-9 allow an employer to designate a representative to 
review new hires’ documents. Such representatives can be a law firm, a vendor, a notary, 
or a local employee. Employers choosing this route, however, should exercise caution 
when representing a third-party to ensure the representative is well-versed in Form I-9 
compliance.

• Applicable employers may implement these provisions for a period of 60 days from the 
notice’s date or within three business days after the termination of the National 
Emergency, whichever comes first.
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Request a Proposal
For you or your client at this link:
https://www.basiconline.com/request-a-proposal/

BASIC Sales
888-602-2742

https://www.basiconline.com/request-a-proposal/


THANK YOU
View our current webinar schedule at 
www.basiconline.com/webinar. 

http://www.basiconline.com/webinar
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Disclaimer

This presentation is designed to provide accurate information in 
regard to the subject matter covered. It is provided with the 
understanding that BASIC is not engaged in rendering legal or other 
professional services. If legal advice or other expert assistance is 
required, the services of a competent attorney or other professional 
person should be sought. Due to the numerous factual issues which 
arise in any human resource or employment question, each specific 
matter should be discussed with your attorney.
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